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Electronic Government and the Information Systems Perspective 2011-08-19
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference on electronic government and the
information systems perspective egovis 2011 held in toulouse france in august september 2011 the 30 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions among the topics addressed are aspects of security
reliability privacy and anonymity of e government systems knowledge processing service oriented computing and case studies of
e government systems in several countries

Herodotus and the topography of Xerxes’ invasion 2018-11-19
in his histories herodotus of halicarnassus gave an account of xerxes invasion of greece 480 bce among the information in this
work features a rich topography of the places visited by the army as well as of the battlefields apparently there existed a certain
demand among the greeks to behold the exact places where they believed that the greeks had fallen gods had appeared or
xerxes had watched over his men this book argues that herodotus topography long taken at face value as if it provided
unambiguous access to the historical sites of the war may partly be a product of greek imagination in the approximately fifty
years between the xerxes invasion and its publication with the landscape functioning as a catalyst this innovative approach leads
to a new understanding of the topography of the invasion and of the ways in which greeks in the late fifth century bce understood
the world around them it also prompts new suggestions about the real world locations of various places mentioned in herodotus
text

OECD Public Governance Reviews Public Procurement in Germany Strategic
Dimensions for Well-being and Growth 2019-08-26
as the largest economy in europe germany has a massive public procurement market accounting for around 15 of gdp eur 500
billion per year and affecting many areas of the economy and society

Non-prototypical Clefts in French 2018-09-24
this monograph is the first large scale corpus analysis of french il y a clefts while most research on clefts focusses on the english
prototypical it cleft and its equivalents across languages this study examines the lesser known il y a clefts of both presentational
eventive and specificational type and provides an in depth analysis of their syntactic semantic and discourse functional
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properties in addition to an extensive literature review and a comparison with italian c è clefts and with french c est clefts the
strength of the study lies in the critical approach it develops to the common definition of clefts several commonly used criteria for
clefts are applied to the corpus data revealing that these criteria often lead to ambiguous results the reasons for this ambiguity
are explored thus leading to a better understanding of what constitutes a cleft in this sense the analysis will be of interest to
specialists of romance and non romance clefts alike

The Global Wordsworth 2019-05-24
the global wordsworth charts the travels of william wordsworth s poetry around the english speaking world but as katherine
bergren shows wordsworth s afterlives reveal more than his influence on other writers his appearances in novels and essays from
the antebellum u s to post apartheid south africa change how we understand a poet we think we know bergren analyzes writers
like jamaica kincaid j m coetzee and lydia maria child who plant wordsworth in their own writing and bring him to life in places
and times far from his own and then record what happens by working beyond narratives of british influence bergren highlights a
more complex dynamic of international response in which later writers engage wordsworth in conversations about slavery and
gardening education and daffodils landscapes and national belonging his global reception critical appreciative and ambivalent
inspires us to see that wordsworth was concerned not just with local english landscapes and people but also with their changing
place in a rapidly globalizing world this study demonstrates that wordsworth is not tangential but rather crucial to our
understanding of global romanticism published by bucknell university press distributed worldwide by rutgers university press

Mapping Beyond Measure 2019-12
over the last century a growing number of visual artists have been captivated by the entwinements of beauty and power truth
and artifice and the fantasy and functionality they perceive in geographical mapmaking this field of map art has moved into
increasing prominence in recent years yet critical writing on the topic has been largely confined to general overviews of the field
in mapping beyond measure simon ferdinand analyzes diverse map based works of painting collage film walking performance
and digital drawing made in britain japan the netherlands ukraine the united states and the former soviet union arguing that
together they challenge the dominant modern view of the world as a measurable and malleable geometrical space this challenge
has strong political ramifications for it is on the basis of modernity s geometrical worldview that states have legislated over social
space that capital has coordinated global markets and exploited distant environments and that powerful cartographic institutions
have claimed exclusive authority in mapmaking mapping beyond measure breaks fresh ground in undertaking a series of close
readings of significant map artworks in sustained dialogue with spatial theorists including peter sloterdijk zygmunt bauman and
michel de certeau in so doing ferdinand reveals how map art calls into question some of the central myths and narratives of
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rupture through which modern space has traditionally been imagined and establishes map art s distinct value amid broader
contemporary shifts toward digital mapping

The Transformed Library 2013
are libraries extinct in these times of economic downturn and digital availability what could provide libraries with a reason for
being in order to provide a vital presence on facebook and google you must provide a true sense of connection with the library s
friends

Undesirable Practices 2016
undesirable practices examines both the intended and the unintended consequences of imperial feminism and british colonial
interventions in undesirable cultural practices in northern ghana jessica cammaert addresses the state management of social
practices such as female circumcision nudity prostitution and illicit adoption as well as the hesitation to impose severe
punishments for the slave dealing of females particularly female children she examines the gendered power relations and
colonial attitudes that targeted women and children spanning pre and postcolonial periods the early postindependence years and
post nkrumah policies in particular cammaert examines the limits of the male colonial gaze and argues that the power lay not in
the gaze itself but in the act of looking away a calculated aversion of attention intended to maintain the tribal community and
retain control over the movement sexuality and labor of women and children with its examination of broader time periods and
topics and its complex analytical arguments undesirable practices makes a valuable contribution to literature in african studies
contemporary advocacy discourse women and gender studies and critical postcolonial studies

Falafel Nation 2015
when people discuss food in israel their debates ask politically charged questions who has the right to falafel whose hummus is
better but yael raviv s falafel nation moves beyond the simply territorial to divulge the role food plays in the jewish nation she
ponders the power struggles moral dilemmas and religious and ideological affiliations of the different ethnic groups that make up
the jewish state and how they relate to the gastronomy of the region how do we interpret the recent upsurge in the israeli
culinary scene the transition from ideological asceticism to the current deluge of fine restaurants gourmet stores and related
publications and media focusing on the period between the 1905 immigration wave and the six day war in 1967 raviv explores
foodways from the field factory market and kitchen to the table she incorporates the role of women ethnic groups and different
generations into the story of zionism and offers new assertions from a secular foodie perspective on the relationship between
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jewish religion and jewish nationalism a study of the changes in food practices and in attitudes toward food and cooking falafel
nation explains how the change in the relationship between israelis and their food mirrors the search for a definition of modern
jewish nationalism

The Greek and Roman Trophy 2018-03-12
in the greek and roman trophy from battlefield marker to icon of power kinnee presents the first monographic treatment of
ancient trophies in sixty years the study spans archaic greece through the augustan principate kinnee aims to create a holistic
view of this complex monument type by breaking down boundaries between the study of art history philology the history of
warfare and the anthropology of religion and magic ultimately the kaleidoscopic picture that emerges is of an ad hoc
anthropomorphic greek talisman that gradually developed into a sophisticated augustan sculptural or architectural statement of
power the former a product of the hoplite phalanx disappeared from battlefields as the macedonian cavalry grew in importance
shifting instead onto coins and into rhetoric where it became a statement of military might for their part the romans seem to
have encountered the trophy as an icon on syracusan coinage recognizing its value as a statement of territorial ownership the
romans spent two centuries honing the trophy concept into an empire building tool planted at key locations around the
mediterranean to assert roman presence and dominance this volume covers a ubiquitous but poorly understood phenomenon
and will therefore be instructive to upper level undergraduates graduate students and scholars in all fields of classical studies

A Political History of Child Protection 2022-01-26
exploring the current and historical tensions between liberal capitalism and indigenous models of family life ian kelvin hyslop
argues for a new model of child protection in aotearoa new zealand and other parts of the anglophone world he puts forward the
case that child safety can only be sustainably advanced by policy initiatives which promote social and economic equality and
from practice which takes meaningful account of the complex relationship between economic circumstances and the lived
realities of service users

Never Done 2016-10-05
histories of women in hollywood usually recount the contributions of female directors screenwriters designers actresses and other
creative personnel whose names loom large in the credits yet from its inception the american film industry relied on the labor of
thousands more women workers whose vital contributions often went unrecognized never done introduces generations of women
who worked behind the scenes in the film industry from the employees wives who hand colored the edison company s films frame
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by frame to the female immigrants who toiled in mgm s backrooms to produce beautifully beaded and embroidered costumes
challenging the dismissive characterization of these women as merely menial workers media historian erin hill shows how their
labor was essential to the industry and required considerable technical and interpersonal skills sketching a history of how
hollywood came to define certain occupations as lower paid women s work or feminized labor hill also reveals how enterprising
women eventually gained a foothold in more prestigious divisions like casting and publicity poring through rare archives and
integrating the firsthand accounts of women employed in the film industry the book gives a voice to women whose work was
indispensable yet largely invisible as it traces this long history of women in hollywood never done reveals the persistence of
sexist assumptions that even today leave women in the media industry underpraised and underpaid for more information erinhill
squarespace com

The Future of Management Education 2022-04-07
to remain relevant management education must reflect the realities that influence its subject matter management while at the
same time addressing societal needs and expectations faced by powerful drivers of change many of which are amplified by the
immense turbulence caused by the covid 19 pandemic in early 2020 an assessment of where management education stands and
where it is going is timely this book brings together management education scholars practitioners and stakeholders to identify
trends and to critically analyse key challenges from their respective perspectives they consider the requirements for providing
relevant management education in the future and explore changes and opportunities around themes such as responsibility
sustainability innovation competitive strategy and technological change the different perspectives of the authors contribute
distinct insights and form a fascinating kaleidoscope of reflections on the present and predictions and prescriptions for the future
of management education the result is a comprehensive volume that will be essential reading for scholars and administrators
committed to the growth and development of management education it also will be of keen interest to management educators as
well as management learners who will shape and be shaped by the management education of the future

Salvific Manhood 2019-10-01
salvific manhood foregrounds the radical power of male intimacy and vulnerability in surveying each of james baldwin s six
novels asserting that manhood and masculinity hold the potential for both tragedy and salvation ernest l gibson iii highlights the
complex and difficult emotional choices baldwin s men must make within their varied lives relationships and experiences in
salvific manhood gibson offers a new and compelling way to understand the hidden connections between baldwin s novels
thematically daring and theoretically provocative he presents a queering of salvation a nuanced approach that views redemption
through the lenses of gender and sexuality exploring how fraternal crises develop out of sociopolitical forces and conditions
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salvific manhood theorizes a spatiality of manhood where spaces in between men are erased through expressions of intimacy
and love positioned at the intersections of literary criticism queer studies and male studies gibson deconstructs baldwin s
wrestling with familial love american identity suicide art incarceration and memory by magnifying the potent idea of salvific
manhood ultimately salvific manhood calls for an alternate reading of baldwin s novels introducing new theories for
understanding the intricacies of african american manhood and american identity all within a space where the presence of
tragedy can give way to the possibility of salvation

Words Like Birds 2019-02-01
what does it mean to speak sakha in the city words like birds a linguistic ethnography of sakha discourses and practices in urban
far eastern russia examines the factors that have aided speakers in maintaining and adapting their minority language over the
course of four hundred years of contact with russian speakers and the federal power apparatus words like birds analyzes modern
sakha linguistic sensibilities and practices in the urban space of yakutsk sakha is a north siberian turkic language spoken
primarily in the sakha republic yakutia in the northeastern russian federation for sakha speakers russian colonization in the region
inaugurated a tumultuous history in which their language was at times officially supported and promoted and at other times
repressed and discouraged jenanne ferguson explores the communicative norms that arose in response to the top down
promotion of the russian language in the public sphere and reveals how sakha ways of speaking became emplaced in villages and
the city s private spheres focusing on the language ideologies and practices of urban bilingual sakha russian speakers ferguson
illuminates the changes that have taken place in the first two post soviet decades in contexts where russian speech and
communicative norms dominated during the soviet era weaving together three major themes language ideologies and ontologies
language trajectories and linguistic syncretism this study reveals how sakha speakers transform and adapt their beliefs
evaluations and practices to revalorize a language maintain and create a sense of belonging and make their words heard in
sakha again in many domains of city life like the moveable spirited words the focus of words like birds is mobility change and flow
the tracing of the situation of bilinguals in yakutsk

Öffentliche Vergabe in Deutschland Strategische Ansatzpunkte zum Wohl
der Menschen und für wirtschaftliches Wachstum 2019-10-11
als größte volkswirtschaft in europa hat deutschland einen großen vergabemarktplatz der ca 15 des bruttoinlandsprodukts 500
milliarden euro umfasst und außerdem viele aspekte von wirtschaft und gesellschaft beeinflusst
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Practising Cultural Geographies 2022-05-20
this festschrift honours prof rana p b singh who has dedicated his life to teaching and conducting research on cultural geography
with a dweller indian perspective the book focuses on the cultural geographies of india and to an extent that of south asia it is a
rich collection of 23 essays on the themes apprised by him covering landscapes religion heritage pilgrimage and tourism and
human settlements

A Discourse Analysis of News Translation in China 2019-01-21
a discourse analysis of news translation in china offers hitherto underexplored inroads into chinese media through insider
perspectives on a unique chinese newspaper cankao xiaoxia which not only is the largest circulating newspaper in china but is
also unique in that its news consists entirely of stories translated from foreign news sources the size of the publication the unique
nature of the publication and the view from the inside of such an organization gathered through interviews with its employees
give this proposed book a highly unique perspective that will inform our understanding of the workings of chinese media in
important ways

The Other Classroom 2018-09-04
this book details the importance of high school athletics to the student athletes beyond just the sports experience itself it argues
that the lessons learned tools acquired and values instilled have an enduring impact and prepare young athletes for the
challenges they will face in life after their formal education is complete

The Collaborative Literary Relationship of Percy Bysshe Shelley and Mary
Wollstonecraft Shelley 2019-07-26
how did percy bysshe shelley and mary wollstonecraft shelley two of the most iconic and celebrated authors of the romantic
period contribute to each other s achievements this book is the first to dedicate a full length study to exploring the nature of the
shelleys literary relationship in depth it offers new insights into the works of these talented individuals who were bound together
by their personal romance and shared commitment to a literary career most innovatively the book describes how mary shelley
contributed significantly to percy shelley s writing whilst also discussing percy s involvement in her work a reappraisal of original
manuscripts reveals the shelleys as a remarkable literary couple participants in a reciprocal and creative exchange hand written
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evidence shows mary adding to percy s work in draft and vice versa a focus on the shelleys texts set in the context of their lives
and especially their travels is used to explain how they enabled one another to accomplish a quality of work which they might
never have achieved alone illustrated with reproductions from their notebooks and drafts this volume brings mary shelley and
percy bysshe shelley to the forefront of emerging scholarship on collaborative literary relationships and the social nature of
creativity

Defining Hybrid Homeschools in America 2020-10-28
defining hybrid homeschools in america little platoons explores the idea of hybrid homeschools where students attend a formal
school setting for part of the week and are homeschooled the rest of the week eric wearne observes that school choice in america
typically comes in two forms programs set up for disadvantaged students and the more common form of choice that wealthy
parents can exercise paying private tuition or moving to a more desirable school district while disadvantaged families in many
places and wealthy families everywhere can exercise choice when it comes to schooling a sizeable group typically gets left out of
those options the large number of families who are too wealthy to access state or local programs but not wealthy enough to pay
for private schooling or moving expenses wearne argues that this is a long term weakness for school choice in america the
middle class is generally a well off demographic but is almost completely unserved when it comes to this large aspect of their
children s lives however one low cost option has arisen to address this niche hybrid home schools wearne cites existing research
to argue for this model s efficacy for the middle class as a strong example of a healthy civil society and examines how policy
definitions are breaking down and evolving in education as we challenge the existing definitions of schooling

Ancient Water Agreements, Tribal Law and Ibadism 2021-10-19
this book traces the development of oman s inclusive agreements and highlights their importance for international negotiations
dealing with issues most relevant to humanity s own survival today nuclear weapons or climate change in oman a historical
seafaring nation on the south eastern corner of the arabian peninsula a culture of agreement that accommodates the interests of
everyone has developed around the division of scarce water resources life in the arid inland of the omani hajar mountains would
not have been possible without water irrigation channel falaj construction is extremely old and skilful therein local practices
evolved around the division of water and land on the basis of fairness the community would be best served by inclusion and the
avoidance of conflict a specific islamic school called ibadi arrived at oman early on in the eighth century ibadi scholars conserved
local practices consultation and mediation by sheikhs and the religious leader imam became the law of the land the omanis were
known as the people of consultation ahl al shura in time the practice of inclusive agreements would extend far beyond the village
level affecting oman s foreign policy under sultan qaboos oman s water diplomacy succeeded in uniting the contestants of the
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middle east peace process in the 1990s to work together on common problems of water desalination

Connected Struggles 2014-07-01
nationalists from quebec and catholic militants from mexico once shared a common cause one that influenced international
relations between their two countries at a time when the revolution and its aftermath in mexico and world wars marginalized
voices of political dissent in canada catholics in both nations saw their cultural struggles as interconnected and worked to build
transnational alliances as meaningful discourses of cultural identity in connected struggles maurice demers considers how and
why groups from mexico and quebec actively sought to establish close cultural and political links drawing on extensive research
in government religious and university archives in mexico and canada demers delves into the actors their rationales and the
processes and meanings of such alliances he proposes a reinterpretation of north south collaboration in the americas by
analysing how the bonds created by quebec s and mexico s civil societies and religious communities influenced diplomatic
relations showing not only the catholic origins of this solidarity but its conservative even reactionary roots demers explains how
the foreign ministries in canada and mexico both used and denounced these linkages depending on the political gains to be made
documenting the emergence of solidarity between french canadians and mexicans connected struggles contributes to the
understanding of the influence of civil societies in the history of international relations

Get Involved! 2024-06-14
philanthropy is commonly depicted as a universal practice and is either valued for supporting community transformation or
critiqued for limiting social justice however dominant definitions and even popular connotations tend to privilege wealthy western
approaches using the caribbean as a rich site of observance and concentrating on the island nation state of the bahamas get
involved uncovers the hidden and under documented activities of philanthropy from below revealing a broader conception of
philanthropy and civil society especially within black and other historically marginalized populations kim williams pulfer draws on
narrative analysis from enslavement to the current post post colonial moment depicting the repertoires and practices of primarily
afro bahamians through the stories emerging from history including the transnational observations of zora neale hurston social
movements and political and social institution building the arts from junkanoo literature and visual practices to the lived
experiences of contemporary civil society leaders get involved shows the long history and continued significance of civil society
and philanthropic engagement in the bahamas the circum caribbean and the wider african diaspora junkanoo is the national
cultural festival of the bahamas it fosters a sense of community pride identity companionship spirituality and unity watch a video
about junknoo youtube com watch v tnmpmesnb1q t 14s
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Handbook of Distance Education 2013-05-07
the third edition of this award winning handbook continues the mission of its predecessors to provide a comprehensive
compendium of research in all aspects of distance education arguably the most significant development in education over the
past three decades while the book deals with education that uses technology the focus is on teaching and learning and how its
management can be facilitated through technology key features include comprehensive coverage that includes all aspects of
distance education including design instruction management policy and a section on different audiences chapter authors frame
their topic in terms of empirical research past and present and discuss the nature of current practice in terms of that research
future research needs are discussed in relation to both confirmed practice and recent changes in the field section one provides a
unique review of the theories that support distance education pedagogy section six includes a unique review of distance
education as a component of global culture this book will be of interest to anyone engaged in distance education at any level it is
also appropriate for corporate and government trainers and for administrators and policy makers in all these environments
recipient of the 2013 iap distance education book award

Work Your Career 2018-01-01
the supposed extinction of the indigenous beothuk people of newfoundland in the early nineteenth century is a foundational
moment in canadian history increasingly under scrutiny non indigenous perceptions of the beothuk have had especially dire and
far reaching ramifications for contemporary indigenous people in newfoundland and labrador tracing ochre reassesses popular
beliefs about the beothuk placing the group in global context fiona polack and a diverse collection of contributors juxtapose the
history of the beothuk with the experiences of other indigenous peoples outside of canada including those living in former british
colonies as diverse as tasmania south africa and the islands of the caribbean featuring contributions of indigenous and non
indigenous thinkers from a wide range of scholarly and community backgrounds tracing ochre aims to definitively shift
established perceptions of a people who were among the first to confront european colonialism in north america

Playing with History 2021-05-14
since the advent of the american toy industry children s cultural products have attempted to teach and sell ideas of american
identity by examining cultural products geared towards teaching children american history playing with history highlights the
changes and constancies in depictions of the american story and ideals of citizenship over the last one hundred years this book
examines political and ideological messages sold to children throughout the twentieth century tracing the messages conveyed by
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racist toy banks early governmental interventions meant to protect the toy industry influences and pressures surrounding cold
war stories of the western frontier the fractures visible in the american story at a mid century history themed amusement park
the study culminates in a look at the successes and limitations of the american girl company empire

Forget Burial 2020-11-13
finalist for the lgbtq nonfiction award from lambda literary queers and trans people in the 1980s and early 90s were dying of aids
and the government failed to care lovers strangers artists and community activists came together take care of each other in the
face of state violence in revisiting these histories alongside ongoing queer and trans movements this book uncovers how early hiv
care giving narratives actually shape how we continue to understand our genders and our disabilities the queer and trans care
giving kinships that formed in response to hiv continue to inspire how we have sex and build chosen families in the present in
unearthing hiv community newsletters media zines porn literature and even vampires forget burial bridges early hiv care giving
activisms with contemporary disability movements in refusing to bury the legacies of long term survivors and of those we have
lost this book brings early hiv kinships together with ongoing movements for queer and trans body self determination

Intellectual Property and Public Health in the Developing World 2016-05-30
across the world developing countries are attempting to balance the international standards of intellectual property concerning
pharmaceutical patents against the urgent need for accessible and affordable medicines in this timely and necessary book
monirul azam examines the attempts of several developing countries to walk this fine line he evaluates the experiences of brazil
china india and south africa for lessons to guide bangladesh and developing nations everywhere azam s legal expertise concern
for public welfare and compelling grasp of principal case studies make intellectual property and public health in the developing
world a definitive work the developing world is striving to meet the requirements of the world trade organization s trips
agreement on intellectual property this book sets out with lucidity and insight the background of the trips agreement and its
implications for pharmaceutical patents the consequences for developing countries and the efforts of certain representative
nations to comply with international stipulations while still maintaining local industry and public health azam then brings the
weight of this research to bear on the particular case of bangladesh offering a number of specific policy recommendations for the
bangladeshi government and for governments the world over intellectual property and public health in the developing world is a
must read for public policy makers academics and students non governmental organizations and readers everywhere who are
interested in making sure that developing nations meet the health care needs of their people
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Phonographic Memories 2019-05-03
phonographic memories is the first book to perform a sustained analysis of the narrative and thematic influence of caribbean
popular music on the caribbean novel tracing a region wide attention to the deep connections between music and memory in the
work of lawrence scott oscar hijuelos colin channer daniel maximin and ramabai espinet njelle hamilton tunes in to each novel s
soundtrack while considering the broader listening cultures that sustain collective memory and situate caribbean subjects in
specific localities these musical fictions depict caribbean people turning to calypso bolero reggae gwoka and dub to record
retrieve and replay personal and cultural memories offering a fresh perspective on musical nationalism and nostalgic memory in
the era of globalization phonographic memories affirms the continued importance of caribbean music in providing contemporary
novelists ethical narrative models for sounding marginalized memories and voices njelle w hamilton s spotify playlist to
accompany phonographic memories spoti fi 2tcqrm8

Resoldre les demandes d’autodeterminació 2017-06-01
estudi de la relació entre el reconeixement la independència i l autodeterminació que mostra que l autodeterminació continua
sent important més enllà de la descolonització europea el llibre es planteja com i per què les qüestions d autodeterminació no
resoltes tenen el potencial d esdevenir violentes

The New Meatways and Sustainability 2021-06-30
social practice theories help to challenge the often hidden paradigms worldviews and values at the basis of many unsustainable
practices discourses and their boundaries define what is seen as possible as well as the range of issues and their solutions by
exploring the connections between practices and discourses minna kanerva develops a conceptual approach enabling purposive
change in unsustainable social practices radical transformation towards new meatways is arguably necessary yet complex
psychological ideological and power related mechanisms currently inhibit change

Securitising Decolonisation 2024-05-31
with the right to petition the united nations the ewe and togoland unification movement enjoyed a privilege unmatched by other
dependent peoples using language conveying insecurity the movement seized the international spotlight ensuring that the topic
of unification dominated the un trusteeship system for over a decade yet its vociferous securitisations fell silent due to colonial
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distortion leaving unification unfulfilled thus allowing the seeds of secessionist conflict to grow at the intersection of postcolonial
theory and security studies julius heise presents a theory driven history of togoland s path to independence offering a crucial
lesson for international statebuilding efforts

Observing Conflict Escalation in World Society 2023-09-30
how do conflicts escalate this is one of the major questions in conflict research to offer further answers richard bösch follows a
tripartite agenda first he develops a constructivist methodology for the study of conflict escalation embedded in a luhmannian
systems theoretical world society perspective bösch argues that conflicts can be observed as social systems and he looks at the
process of conflict escalation by analysing communication second this analysis offers two case studies the maidan protests in
ukraine 2013 2014 and mali s crisis 2010 2012 third it gives insights on how systems theoretical research can be beneficial for
peace and conflict studies

Feminist History in Canada 2013-11-25
in the late 1970s feminists urged us to rethink canada by placing women s experiences at the centre of historical analysis forty
years later women s and gender historians continue to take up the challenge not only to interrogate the idea of nation but also to
place their work in a global perspective this volume showcases the work of scholars who draw on critical race theory postcolonial
theory and transnational history to re examine familiar topics such as biography and oral history paid and unpaid work marriage
and family and women s political action taken together these exciting new essays demonstrate the continued relevance of history
informed by feminist perspectives

Cultural Views on Online Learning in Higher Education 2021-03-01
this book opens up a fruitful conversation by and between invited academics from europe and latin america on the features of
online learning in higher education the authors analyse online education from interdisciplinary theoretical and empirical
reflections to reveal the existing tensions and turning this book into a valuable artifact on how learning is shaped when
technology comes in between diverse geographical and social contexts like any other human activity e learning can be seen as a
context dependent educational system with many objects in mutual interaction applying a cultural psychology perspective to this
provides new answers to questions such as how can cultural psychology shed new light on online learning why do students and
academics still opt for classic classes what inner boundaries are pushed when studying online how can online learning be
influenced by affect how do teachers and students mold their identities when they move in and out of online environments this
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book reveals the existing tensions resistances and appropriation strategies that students and academics from diverse
backgrounds and places go through when attending online learning courses in higher education and furthermore shows how
these theoretical frameworks can be successfully applied to practice

イスラエル・ロビーとアメリカの外交政策 2007-09
米国の国論が変わった アメリカの政策を歪めてきたのは誰か

Security-Aware Systems Applications and Software Development Methods
2012-05-31
with the prevalence of cyber crime and cyber warfare software developers must be vigilant in creating systems which are
impervious to cyber attacks thus security issues are an integral part of every phase of software development and an essential
component of software design security aware systems applications and software development methods facilitates the promotion
and understanding of the technical as well as managerial issues related to secure software systems and their development
practices this book targeted toward researchers software engineers and field experts outlines cutting edge industry solutions in
software engineering and security research to help overcome contemporary challenges

Portable Moving Images 2017-08-21
this media history explores a series of portable small cameras playback devices and storage units that have made the production
of film and video available to everyone covering several storage formats from 8mm films of the 1900s through the analogue
videotapes of the 1970s to the compression algorithms of the 2000s this work examines the effects that the shrinkage of complex
machines media formats and processing operations has had on the dissemination of moving images using an archaeological
approach to technical standards of media the author provides a genealogy of portable storage formats for film analog video and
digitally encoded video this book is a step forward in decoding the storage media formats which up to now have been the domain
of highly specialised technicians
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Spanish Clitics on the Move 2017-04-10
the series studies in language change presents empirically based research that extends knowledge about historical relations
among the world s languages without restriction to any particular language family or region while not devoted explicitly to
theoretical explanations the series hopes to contribute to the advancement in understandings of language change as well as
adding to the store of well analysed historical comparative data on the world s languages to discuss your book idea or submit a
proposal please contact birgit sievert
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